
WA Wildlife (originally known as Native Arc) is a not-for-
profit organisation located on an A-class reserve in Bibra
Lake which provides medical care and rehabilitation
services for approximately 4000 injured, sick, and orphaned
native wildlife each year. This wonderful organisation has
been on a very exciting journey over the last decade,
creating WA's first wildlife veterinary hospital. They are
Western Australia’s leading wildlife rescue, treatment and
rehabilitation service, receiving injured animals from the
public, veterinarian clinics, local councils, rangers, and other
wildlife centres all across WA.

It was another successful day on Tuesday 28 March when
the A Crew Mine + Drill Control team got together to assist
WA Wildlife with site maintenance and team bonding
activities. The day started with an introduction and quick
tour of the hospital by Karen, the hospital manager and
volunteer Lauren. The team was split into two groups; the
first team got stuck into transporting and levelling sand into
enclosures, whilst the second team begun clearing out an
undercover area. The sand crew formed a production line
which consisted of using shovels, wheelbarrows, rakes, and
plenty of hard work! The cleaning crew worked together to
rearrange the undercover area, moving items to the skip bin
and sorting into piles of keep, donate, or throw away. As the
day moved along, the team swapped activities and some
members decided the garden beds were in some serious
need of weeding, planting, and TLC.

As the day wrapped up, the team were able to meet and
interact with some of the educational animals onsite. The
team especially loved feeding the Emus and meeting Raffy
the Black Cockatoo. Even though WA Wildlife has a team of
220 volunteers who work tirelessly to ensure the animals are
cared for, the work the BHP team completed could never
have been achieved if it wasn’t for the support of this team.
Thank you to Jonathon and Dan’s continued guidance and
ongoing motivation and for this team’s hard-working
attitude. We hope they enjoyed the day. 

FOR THE GOOD OF THE
ANIMALS!

To view all the photos from the day
please click here. 
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